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Leo the Lop Coffee House Press
Create twelve dolls and over fifty garments and accessories to dress them in with this wonderful
collection, featuring easy-to-follow instructions. Make an adorable, knitted doll for the little person in
your life. Children will love all twelve dolls in this knitting pattern collection which has been designed
to provide the perfect playmate. Each doll has their own personality and style—whether it’s Faye with
her cute bunny ear hast and cozy boots, or Jane with her chic beret and Breton top. There is a doll here to
suit everyone. The step-by-step instructions show you how to make the twelve individual dolls, but you
could also mix and match the outfits, hairstyles, and colors to create the perfect doll for you. My Knitted
Doll is not for the absolute beginner knitter but will appeal to knitters who do have a basic understanding
of the craft. Having said that, the instructions are presented succinctly with easy-to-follow diagrams,
with charts for intarsia and other designs.
Anna and Elsa Crochet Patterns for 18 Inch Dolls Harry N. Abrams
Make little girls' dreams come true with the prettiest sewing
projects ever imagined! Let her . . . . . . snuggle up in a quilt
. . . play-fight with pillows . . . twirl and whirl in skirts and
dresses . . . carry her treasures in bags and purses . . . become
best friends with a topsy turvy doll . . . and pretty-up her room
with lampshades, curtains, cushions and more! Sewn in Liberty
classic florals, rainbow hues and delicate prints, this exquisite
collection of easy sewing patterns will help you bring joy and
color to any little girl's life.
The Complete Photo Guide to Doll Making Hachette UK
“At last! A complete book on doll design and soft sculpture has been written.” —Virginia Robertson,
designer and publisher Master dollmaker Susanna Oroyan gives you the definitive book on fabric sculpting.
Anatomy of a Doll is packed with an abundance of exquisite photographs that capture the best work from
dollmakers today. Detailed step-by-step illustrations for an incredible variety of cloth dolls are included for
you to create any type of cloth doll imaginable. Many methods of doll construction are covered so that
beginning and professional dollmakers have a handy answer book. Beginners will find the book a practical
guide that examines techniques for making all kinds of dolls. The more experienced dollmaker will discover
an abundance of new ideas and techniques never before found in one book. Anatomy of a Doll shows you
everything from bending wire to cutting cloth, which will allow you to create your own original dolls!
“[Enjoy] this book as a peerless museum guide, as a user’s manual of the inventive hand and mind, and as
a parable of science.” —Scientific American “It’s finally happened—the cloth doll book that says it all!
Thank you Susanna—the table is set, the banquet is prepared!” —Elinor Peace Bailey, author of Storytelling
with Dolls “Here is all the information you need—written in Susie’s friendly, casual style.” —Cary
Raesner, editor of Doll World
Cloth Dolls CICO Books
Immerse yourself in the magical, fantastical land of fairy tales, with giants, witches, princes and
princesses. Be spellbound by this beautiful book full of fun and fabulous characters to knit and
recreate 15 of the well-loved fairy tales, including Cinderella, Hansel and Gretel, Puss in Boots,
Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs and Little Red Riding Hood.
Wee Wonderfuls David & Charles
Features sewing projects for dynamic toys, including a vampire that turns into a bat, an
alligator with a zippered mouth, and a bird that can perch almost anywhere.
Knitted Toys Debbie Behan Garrett
This book brings together a range of Brenda's dolls complete with patterns and numerous
step-by-step line drawings. Every process is shown in detail from cutting patterns to
painting faces. Her experience in adult education ensures that even absolute beginners will
be able to create their own special 'Brenda Brightmore' dolls.
Topsy-Turvy Knitted Dolls Turner Publishing Company
Live life in the knitted fast lane with these super-cool, super-sized knitted cars and trucks
for children to enjoy. Wave goodbye to little metal vehicles being driven into furniture and
painful feet from treading on small metal parts, and say hello to these wonderfully soft,
squishy four wheelers. Complete with a knitted road playmat to drive them on and
accessories such as traffic lights, cones and barriers to add to the fun, children will get
hours and hours of playtime from these fabulous projects. Vehicles include a 4 x 4, London
bus, fire engine, police car, bulldozer, racing car, London black cab, articulated truck, tractor,
tanker, crane, ambulance, recycling truck, limousine, camper van, a car with a caravan and a
car breakdown rescue vehicle.

Little Lady Liberty Penguin
Grab your yarn and knitting needles and delve into this wonderful book from best-
selling author, Sarah Keen. Sarah shows readers how to make adorable topsy-turvy
knitted dolls based on well-known and loved characters from fairy tales and nursery
rhymes. Each project in Topsy-Turvy Knitted Dolls has accessories or extra
characters to knit, providing plenty of play potential for children choosing to recreate
scenes from famous tales. There are 10 projects to make, providing hours of fun for
you creating them and many more for children playing with them.

Topsy-Turvy Inside-Out Knit Toys University of Michigan Press
This is a detailed, easy to follow pattern for 18 inch Anna and Elsa dolls. The
patterns are written in English and include clear pictures and explanations.
Crochet level: Intermediate Basic Skills Necessary: - Chain stitch - Single
crochet - Half double crochet - Double crochet - Increase - Decrease - Slip
stitch - How to crochet round - How to assemble parts together These crochet
patterns are available for Instant Download onto your Kindle reader device.
These patterns are original patterns (c) by Sarah Beth. Please do not claim
these patterns as your own. You may not redistribute, resell, and/or translate

pattern into another language for reselling. Permission is granted to print for
your personal use only.
Flip Dolls & Other Toys that Zip, Stack, Hide, Grab & Go C&T Publishing Inc
“Beautiful designs . . . children will love the whimsical results.” —Publishers Weekly
Learn to make an adorable collection of knitted animal toys with these new patterns
by the author of My Knitted Doll, Louise Crowther. Louise brings her unique style of
coordinated knitwear with cute colorwork details to this new collection of toy animal
knitting patterns. There are a total of twelve knitted animals—each with their own
unique personality and style. The animals all have the same basic body, with a few
color variations and tail additions, so the clothes can be mixed and matched between
them to create endless outfit possibilities. Choose your favorite animals and outfits
and have fun making the perfect gift for friends and family.
My Knitted Doll Artisan
Create your own knitted dolls, full of personality and fun to make. Everyone loves dolls with
character, and Fiona Goble has designed 25 knitted toys with real appeal. As well as boy and
girl dolls, there are animal dolls, and a whole wardrobe of clothes and accessories. The dolls
are all the same size, so outfits can be swapped between the dolls, and you can change
hairstyles and coloring as well to create a personalized gift for a child (or an adult!) As well
as the dolls and their clothes, there are more than 10 added extras such as pet cats and
dogs, a mini teddy bear, and beach gear, making more than 35 patterns in total. Whether you
want to knit Ben the Surfer Dude, Vintage Rosie, Marion the Mermaid, or Superhero Stan,
you will find easy-to-follow patterns, and instructions on everything from knitting techniques
to creating the all-important finishing touches.

Itty-Bitty Nursery Hachette UK
A feast of gorgeous projects, shown on gorgeous kids in gorgeous photos. At
sleep, at play, in the nursery, and on the go, adorable babies need adorable
knits. And here are 40 gloriously unique projects that manage to be utterly
charming, fabulous, and usable all at the same time. Baby sets and toys; stroller
blankets, jackets, and mittens; and a pure and sweet layette are just the tip of
the knitting frenzy that is Itty-Bitty Nursery. Picture cute garden mice on an
amazing mobile and a knitted clothesline of miniature knitwear adorning the
nursery. Coo at the baby sporting a striped hat called "Frenchie" or Mom with
her Fruit Loops felted bag. Marvel at the amazing Cupcake Tea Set and the
Three Pigs and a Wolf finger puppets, both perfect for the toddler at play. All
of the projects are fresh, lively, and fun. With precisely illustrated instructions,
there's something here for every level of knitter, from the greenest beginner to
the most experienced craftsperson.
Itty-Bitty Toys Serendipity Books
Decorate your home this Christmas with 33 festive designs. Ornaments, garlands, afghans,
pillows, angels, snowmen, gift-card holders and more are included in this book. Designs are
made using mostly worsted-weight yarn, plus size 10 crochet cotton and bulky-weight yarn.

Knitted Animal Friends GMC Publications
Best-selling author Sarah Keen shows readers how to make 10 adorable topsy-turvy
knitted dolls based on well-loved characters from fairy tales and nursery rhymes.

Spud and Chloe at the Farm C&T Publishing Inc
Make adorable dolls and discover inspirational ideas for designs and outfits
with DK's new title, Crafty Dolls. In this book, you'll find pretty patterns and
basic templates. It's full of ideas for how to make rag dolls, knitted dolls, and
doll clothes. Learn basic skills to knit and sew an amazing collection of clothes
for a rag doll's wardrobe.
Knit This Doll! Bounty Books
Collectors will delight in acquiring the first and only Black dolls book that is completely
published in Full Color! Author Debbie Garrett has written an extensive book of reference on
vintage, modern, fashion and artist Black dolls. Featured in this book are Black dolls made
from cloth, bisque, celluloid, composition, rubber, wood, and hard plastic. Fashion dolls,
modern artist dolls and other doll categories are covered. This long overdue, insightful book
includes a price guide and tips.
'Tis the Season Christmas Crochet GMC PUBLICATIONS LTD
Bangalee lives in Kritter Castle where few things, if any, are ever put away. A bit of clothing
here, a few toys there, everywhere there is clutter and junk. All would have stayed the
same had it not been for the appearance of the mysterious and very hungry Grunk, who
loves to eat clutter and junk. Children of all ages and some adults, too, learn to tidy up with
this engaging story.

Sew It, Stuff It NYU Press
Make little girls' dreams come true with the prettiest sewing projects ever
imagined! Sewn in Liberty's timeless classic florals, rainbow hues and delicate
prints, this exquisite collection of easy sewing patterns will help you bring joy
and colour to any little girl's life. Let her snuggle up in a quilt... twirl and whirl
in skirts and dresses... play-fight with pillows... carry her treasures in bags and
purses... become best friends with a topsy turvy doll... and pretty up every part
of her bedroom with lampshades, curtains, cushions and more. Featuring
Liberty Art Fabrics - the world's most desirable fabrics with a unique heritage
dating back over 100 years - and created by life-long Liberty lover and
purveyor of fine fabrics Alice Caroline, this stunning book will wow you with
the beauty yet genuine simplicity of the makes.
Knitted Cars and Trucks CICO Books
"This doll's eye view is a total delight and surveys a world awash with shadowy wit and
exquisite collisions of beauty and the grotesque." —Helen Oyeyemi, author of Boy, Snow,
Bird "Down to its most particular details, The Doll's Alphabet creates an individual world—a
landscape I have never encountered before, which now feels like it was been waiting to be
captured, and waiting to captivate, all along." —Sheila Heti, author of How Should a Person Be
"Marvellous. Grudova understands that the best writing has to pull off the hardest aesthetic
trick—it has to be both memorable and fleeting." —Deborah Levy, author of Hot Milk Dolls,
sewing machines, tinned foods, mirrors, malfunctioning bodies—by constantly reinventing
ways to engage with her obsessions and motifs, Camilla Grudova has built a universe that's
highly imaginative, incredibly original, and absolutely discomfiting. The stories in The Doll's
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Alphabet are by turns child-like and naive, grotesque and very dark: the marriage of Margaret
Atwood and Angela Carter. Camilla Grudova lives in Toronto. She holds a degree in Art
History and German from McGill University, Montreal. Her fiction has appeared in The White
Review and Granta.

Knit Your Own Dolls GMC PUBLICATIONS LTD
Adorable hand-knit playthings, featuring clever twists on classics and
enchanting reversibles and interactive toys. Kids love toys, and toys you make
yourself are extra-special. If you could buy these imaginative playthings in
stores, they would fly off the shelves! This book features stuffed animals,
including a luscious lamb and a gigantic giraffe, and finger-puppet fruits that
will delight babies and toddlers. With step-by-step directions, clear diagrams
and drawings, and gorgeous photographs, knitters of all levels will find it easy
to make the Pull-Toy Mama Duck and Ducklings, the set of Russian nesting
dolls, and the Princess and the Pea Set. Even older kids will enjoy these, as
well as the Felted Bouncy Ball, a felted version of a Super Ball that's perfect
for indoor play. A series of five reversible toys—a frog that turns into a turtle, a
mouse that changes into a cat, an egg in a nest that transforms into a blue bird,
and so on—showcases the creativity that makes Susan B. Anderson a rising star
in the knitting world.
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